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We demonstrate an absolute magnetometer immune to temperature fluctuation and strain inho-
mogeneity, based on quantum beats in the ground state of nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond. We
apply this technique to measure low-frequency magnetic field noise using a single nitrogen-vacancy
center located within 500 nm of the surface of an isotopically-pure (99.99% 12C) diamond. The

photon-shot-noise limited sensitivity achieves 38 nT/
√

Hz for 4.45 s acquisition time, a factor of
√

2
better than the implementation which uses only two spin levels. For long acquisition times (>10
s), we realize up to a factor of 15 improvement in magnetic sensitivity, which demonstrates the ro-
bustness of our technique against thermal drifts. Applying our technique to nitrogen-vacancy center
ensembles, we eliminate dephasing from longitudinal strain inhomogeneity, resulting in a factor of
2.3 improvement in sensitivity.

Negatively-charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in
diamond have become an attractive candidate for solid-
state magnetometry with high sensitivity and nanoscale
resolution [1–4], due to their long coherence time [5] and
near-atomic size. The principle of NV-based magnetom-
etry is detection of the Zeeman shift of the ground-state
spin levels. Usually, two spin levels are utilized and the
presence of a magnetic field induces an a phase shift
in the spin coherence which can be detected optically
[6]. This scheme works well for AC (kHz-MHz) magne-
tometry [5] and relatively low sensitivity DC field mea-
surements [2, 4, 7–10]. Sensors based on this technique
are being developed for applications ranging from neuro-
science [10, 11], cellular biology [4, 12], superconductivity
[13], and nano-scale magnetic resonance imaging [14].

Recently, it was discovered that the zero field splitting
of the NV center ground state is temperature [15] and
strain dependent [16]. Consequently, a magnetometer
using two spin levels is subject to temperature fluctua-
tion and strain inhomogeneity (if using an NV ensem-
ble). This limits the magnetometer sensitivity [15, 17]
(for example temperature fluctuations of 0.01 ◦C lead to
fluctuations in the magnetometer reading of ∼30 nT) and
also has implications for quantum information processing
[18].

In this Letter, we overcome these issues by exploiting
the full spin-1 nature of the NV center [1, 19–21] to ob-
serve quantum beats [22, 23] in the ground state with a
beat frequency given only by the external magnetic field
and fundamental constants. We use a single tone mi-
crowave field, which transfers all the population into a
“bright” superposition of the ms = ±1 levels. This tech-
nique enables measurement of weak magnetic fields at
the nanometer scale over a broad range of frequencies.

Quantum beating is a phenomenon of the time evolu-
tion of a coherent superposition of non-degenerate energy

eigenstates at a frequency determined by their energy
splitting. It has wide applications in atomic spectroscopy
[24, 25], and vapor-cell magnetometry [26]. The phe-
nomenon is closely related to coherent population trap-
ping, which has been demonstrated in many different sys-
tems including quantum dots [27, 28], superconducting
phase qubits [29] and NV centers [19, 30].

Our quantum-beats magnetometer utilizes a linearly-
polarized microwave field with frequency f and trans-
verse amplitude BMW (perpendicular to NV axis) inter-
acting with the S = 1 NV ground state (Fig. 1a). The
Hamiltonian describing this interaction is

H/h = ν+|1〉〈1|+ ν−|-1〉〈-1| (1)

−ΩR0cos(2πft)(|1〉〈0|+ |0〉〈1|+ |-1〉〈0|+ |0〉〈-1|),

where ΩR0 = geµBBMW/
√

2 is the undressed Rabi fre-
quency, µB = 13.996 GHz/T is the Bohr magneton,
ge = 2.003 is the NV electron g−factor, h is Planck′s
constant, and ν± is the transition frequency between |0〉
and | ± 1〉. Here |ms〉 denotes the ground state with
spin projection Sz = ms. From Eq. (1), we see that
the microwave field only drives transitions between |0〉
and a certain superposition of | ± 1〉, called the bright
state, |B〉 = (|1〉 + |-1〉)/

√
2. The orthogonal superposi-

tion, |D〉 = (|1〉 − |-1〉)/
√

2, does not interact with the
microwave field and is therefore called the dark state. If
ΩR0 � |f − ν±|, then Eq. (1) describes the Rabi oscil-
lation between |0〉 and |B〉, and the precession between
|B〉 and |D〉 due to the difference of ν± can be ignored
(see Supplementary information).

Our proposed magnetometer works in the weak field
and weak transverse strain regime when the transition
frequencies are [16]

ν± ≈ D + d‖εz ± (geµBBz +A||mI), (2)
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where D ≈ 2.87 GHz is the ground state zero field split-
ting, d‖ is the axial ground-state electric dipole moment,
εz is the axial electric field (crystal strain), A|| = −2.16
MHz [31] is the parallel hyperfine coefficient, and mI

is the spin projection of the 14N nucleus (I = 1).

This corresponds to the limit | ~B| � D/geµB ≈ 0.1
T, |geµBBz + A‖mI | � (geµBB⊥ + A⊥mI)

2/D, and
|geµBBz + A‖mI | � |d⊥ε⊥|, where d⊥ and ε⊥ are the
non-axial ground-state electric dipole moment and elec-
tric field respectively, and A⊥ = −2.7 MHz [32] is the
perpendicular hyperfine coefficient. Note the last condi-
tion does not set a minimum detectable magnetic field,
since for usual diamond samples d⊥ε⊥ is in the kHz range,
and therefore the condition is always satisfied for at least
two nuclear sub-levels.

The experimental scheme, based on Ramsey interfer-
ometry, is schematically shown in Fig. 1b. A green laser
pulse initializes the NV electronic spin into |0〉. A single-
tone π pulse of sufficient spectral width is then applied
to transfer the spin into |B〉. After a free evolution time
τ , the state becomes

|ψ(t)〉 = (e2πiν+τ |1〉+ e2πiν−τ |-1〉)/
√

2

= eπi(ν++ν−)τ{cos[π(ν+ − ν−)τ ]|B〉
+isin[π(ν+ − ν−)τ ]|D〉}. (3)

We see from Eq. (3) a population evolution between
|B〉 and |D〉 with a beating frequency ν+ − ν−. Then, a
second π pulse which is phase-coherent with the first π
pulse projects the population in |B〉 back to |0〉, while the
population in |D〉 is trapped. A final green laser pulse
induces the normalized, ensemble-averaged fluorescence
signal P (τ) ∝ (1 + F (τ)cos(4π(geµBBz + A‖mI)τ))/2,

where, for Gaussian decay, F (τ) ∝ e−(τ/T?
2 )2 with T ?2

the dephasing time. By monitoring P (τ) for fixed τ ≈
(2n+1)/(8(geµBBz+A‖mI)) where n is an integer (max-
imizing the slope of P (τ)), we can measure changes in Bz.
Since P (τ) only depends on fundamental constants and
Bz, the quantum-beats magnetometer is immune to tem-
perature fluctuation and strain inhomogeneity, and it is
absolute without the need of calibration (see Supplemen-
tary information).

In comparison, previous magnetometry demonstra-
tions [2–5] used a large bias magnetic field such that
coherence between |0〉 and only one of | ± 1〉 was se-
lectively addressed. Broadband magnetometry was re-
alized using Ramsey interferometry, which begins with a
green laser pulse used to initialize the spin into |0〉, fol-
lowed by a microwave π/2 pulse which creates the state
(|0〉+ |1〉)/

√
2. After a free evolution of time τ , a second

π/2 pulse is applied to project the state to |0〉, which is
then read out optically. The resulting fluorescence signal
is P (τ) ∝ (1 + F (τ)cos(2πδτ))/2, where δ = |ν+ − f |.
Since δ depends on both D and εz (Eq. (2)), the mea-
surement suffers from the temperature dependence of D
[15] and inhomogenity in εz if using an NV ensemble.

Our experiments demonstrate that overcoming these
constraints is critical for high-sensitivity measurement of
low-frequency magnetic fields. We used an isotopically-
purified 12C sample ([12C]=99.99%) [33] to study the
temperature sensitivity of our quantum-beats magne-
tometer. The sample has a 500-nm thick isotopically-
pure layer with [NV]≈ 1011 cm−3 grown on top of a
naturally-abundant substrate with negligible NV density.
Isotopically purified diamond samples are particularly
appealing for quantum information and sensing appli-
cations due to the long spin dephasing times afforded
by the nearly spinless carbon lattice [5, 18, 33–36]. A
homebuilt confocal microscope was used in the experi-
ment. Light from a 532 nm laser (∼ 1.2 mW) illuminated
the sample through an oil-immersion objective with 1.3
numerical aperture, and the fluorescence was collected,
spectrally filtered, and detected with an avalanche pho-
todiode. Pump and probe durations were 2 and 0.3 µs,
respectively. A 25 µm diameter copper wire was attached
to the surface of the sample to provide square microwave
field pulses with a Rabi frequency ∼ 20 MHz.

We performed Ramsey interferometry on NV centers
using both the typical 2-level scheme ({0, 1} basis) and
quantum-beats detection scheme ({1,−1} basis). A small
bias field (<2 G) was applied. The spin coherence time
T ?2 varies among NV centers in this sample and we chose
one with relatively long T ?2 . The measured T ?2 for {0, 1}
basis and {1,−1} basis is 62(2) µs and 30(1) µs, respec-
tively (Fig. 1c).

Using a thermoelectric element, we varied the temper-
ature of the diamond sample, and performed P (τ) mea-
surements using both the {0, 1} and {1,−1} bases. The
results are plotted in Fig. 2a. We see a clear temperature
dependence in the shape of Ramsey fringes for the {0, 1}
basis which is not present in the {1,−1} basis. We fit
the data with a model containing three hyperfine levels
P (τ) =

∑3
i=1Aicos(2πνiτ + φi) + b, where Ai, νi and

φi are the amplitude, frequency and phase of the three
hyperfine oscillations respectively, and b is a constant.
We used a global fit in which νi = νi,T0 + ∆ν(T ), and
Ai, νi,T0 , φi and b are fixed for all the temperatures to
fit for ∆ν(T ) (Fig. 2b). For the {0, 1} basis, assum-
ing ∆ν(T ) = ∆D(T ), we find dD/dT = −78(4) kHz/◦C,
which is consistent with the previous report [15]. Finally,
we fixed the delay time of the Ramsey interferometer and
measured the fluorescence level as the temperature was
varied. As shown in Fig. 2c, the fluorescence level in the
{0, 1} basis changed significantly and can be well fitted
with the parameters obtained from fitting the tempera-
ture dependence of the Ramsey curves. In comparison,
the change of fluorescence level in the {1,−1} basis is
about a factor of 7 smaller and does not appear to be
correlated with the changes in temperature.

Another advantage of working in the {1,−1} ba-
sis is the improvement of the magnetometry sensitivity
by a factor of

√
2. Consider the minimum detectable
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field, bmin, of a Ramsey-type magnetometer limited by
quantum-projection fluctuations. It is determined by
bmin = ∆N/(∆msgeµB |∂N/∂ν|), where N = cos(2πντ)
is the probability distribution difference in the two levels,
ν is the spin-precession frequency in the rotating frame,
∆N is the projection noise, and ∆ms is the magnetic
quantum number difference of the two levels. In both
schemes we only measure the probability distribution in
two levels, so we can represent the two-level system as
a spin- 1

2 system. Then the single-shot projection noise

is ∆N = 〈∆σz〉 =
√
〈ψ|σ2

z |ψ〉 − 〈ψ|σz|ψ〉2, where σz is
the Pauli matrix and ψ is the final state. As 〈ψ|σz|ψ〉
is simply the signal N , we have ∆N = |sin(2πντ)|. In-
serting this expression into the definition of bmin, we find
bmin(τ) = 1

2π∆msgeµBC(τ)τ where C(τ) = e−(τ/T?
2 )2 is the

contrast decay due to Gaussian noise. For multiple mea-
surements, bmin can be improved by a factor of

√
T/τ ,

where T is the total measurement time. The quantum-
projection-noise limited sensitivity for our magnetometer
is thus defined as

ηmin(τ) ≡ bmin
√
T =

1

2π∆msgeµBe−(τ/T?
2 )2
√
τ
. (4)

The best sensitivity is achieved at τ = T ?2 /2. Although
T ?2 in the {1,−1} basis is half of that in {0, 1} basis, ∆ms

is twice as big, so ηmin is improved by a factor of
√

2 in
{1,−1} basis (see Supplementary information).

In our experiment, due to finite photon collection ef-
ficiency and imperfect spin-state readout, we can only
measure the photon-shot-noise limited sensitivity (see
Supplementary information). However, the

√
2 improve-

ment of sensitivity in the {1,−1} basis still persists since
the contrast of P (τ) curves and photon collection effi-
ciency are the same for the two bases. For T = 5 s, the
optimal measured sensitivity for the {1,−1} basis and
{0, 1} basis is 38(3) and 53(4) nT/

√
Hz, respectively. The

ratio of the two sensitivities is 1.39(15), which is consis-
tent with the theoretical value of

√
2. In comparison,

the quantum-projection-noise limited sensitivity calcu-
lated using Eq. (4) is 0.79 and 1.12 nT/

√
Hz respectively

(we used the conversion
√

s↔
√

2/
√

Hz.).

We used both schemes to measure the real noise in the
laboratory. Using τ = 14.5 µs (29 µs) for {1,−1} ({0, 1})
basis, we repeated the fluorescence measurement in 1-
second intervals for 50 minutes, now without any active
temperature control. As seen from Fig. 3a, for frequen-
cies near 1 Hz, the noise floor measured by the {1,−1}
and {0, 1} bases is 50 and 61 nT/

√
Hz respectively. If we

ignore dead time from state preparation and readout, the
sensitivity is 43 and 56 nT/

√
Hz respectively, consistent

with the photon-shot-noise limit. For lower frequencies,
the {0, 1} basis suffers more noise which is presumably
due to laboratory temperature fluctuations.

To further elucidate this effect, we analyzed the two-
sample Allan deviation [37] of the fluorescence data, as

shown in Fig. 3b. The Allan deviation in the {0, 1} ba-
sis at long gate time (Tgate) levels off and even begins to
increase at Tgate ∼ 100 s, indicating that averaging the
signal for a longer period of time no longer improves esti-
mation of a static magnetic field. In contrast, the Allan
Deviation continues to decrease for the {1,−1} basis up
to Tgate ≥ 1000 s, indicating this technique is suitable
for distinguishing nT-scale static fields by using long in-
tegration times.

Finally, we studied the effect of strain inhomogeneity
on a magnetometer employing an ensemble of NV cen-
ters. We expect that, from Eq. (2), P (τ) measurement
in the {1,−1} basis is insensitive to strain inhomogene-
ity; however, there will be inhomogenous broadening, and
consequently reduction of T ?2 , in the {0, 1} basis due to
variations in εz for each NV center in the ensemble. We
used a sample with [12C]=99.9%, which was implanted
with 1010/cm2 14N+ at an energy of 20 keV and annealed
at 875 ◦C for 2 hours, resulting in an NV density of
∼ 5/µm2. The laser spot was defocused to illuminate
a ∼2.5 µm diameter region and the optical power was
increased to 30 mW to maintain constant intensity. A
bias field Bz ≈ 0.28 G was applied along the [100] direc-
tion, such that NVs with different orientation experience
the same |Bz|. For the {1,−1} basis, we used microwave
pulses with enough spectral width to cover all three hy-
perfine levels. For the {0, 1} basis, we detuned the mi-
crowave frequency and reduced the power to selectively
address the mI = −1 level. The peak corresponding to
the mI = −1 level of the Fourier transform of P (τ) is
shown in Fig. 4 for both cases. Gaussian fits revealed a
full-width-at-half-maximum Γ = 0.09 and 0.12 MHz for
the {1,−1} and {0, 1} bases, respectively. This indicates
a factor of ∼2.7 increase in spin linewidth due to inho-
mogenous broadening in the {0, 1} basis, since for a single
NV Γ would be half of that of {1,−1} basis. Accordingly,
we estimate the longitudinal strain inhomegeneity in the
detected region is ∼ 100 kHz. The result indicates a
factor of 2.3 improvement of sensitivity for the quantum-
beats magnetometer according to Eq. (4). Our result
also sheds light on other NV-ensemble applications such
as quantum memories [38, 39] and frequency references
[40].

In summary, we have demonstrated a magnetometer
insensitive to temperature fluctuation and strain inho-
mogeneity based on quantum-beats in NV centers in di-
amond. The new method uses a similar pulse sequence
and does not increase the complexity of the magnetome-
ter.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Detail analysis of possible limitations of our
approach

Effect of imperfect π pulse

In this section, we analyse the influence of the imper-
fect π pulse on the residual temperature-dependence in
the {1,−1} basis. If the π pulse does not have enough
spectral width, then there is some residual population
in |0〉 after the π pulse, which will evolve in the {0, 1}
basis and thus suffers from the noise from temperature
fluctuation. Below, we give an estimation of the residual
population. The Hamiltonian (Eq. (1)) can be simpli-
fied under the rotating wave approximation and in the
rotating frame to be time-independent,

H/h = (ν+ − f)|1̃〉〈1̃|+ (ν− − f)|-̃1〉〈-̃1| (S1)

−ΩR0

2
(|1̃〉〈0|+ |0〉〈1̃|+ |-̃1〉〈0|+ |0〉〈-̃1|),

where |1̃〉 = e2πift|1〉 and |-̃1〉 = e2πift|-1〉. If we de-
fine the bright state and dark state in the rotating frame

as |B̃〉 = |1̃〉+|-̃1〉√
2

and |D̃〉 = |1̃〉−|-̃1〉√
2

, Eq. (S1) can be

rewritten in the basis {|0〉, |B̃〉, |D̃〉} as

H/h =
1

2
(ν+ − ν−)(|B̃〉〈D̃|+ |D̃〉〈B̃|) (S2)

−ΩR0

2
(|B̃〉〈0|+ |0〉〈B̃|)

−1

2
(ν+ + ν− − 2f)|0〉〈0|.

Writing an ansatz for the state

|Ψ(t)〉 = c0(t)|0〉+ cB(t)|B̃〉+ cD(t)|D̃〉 (S3)

and inserting it into the Schrödinger′s equation, we get

dc0
dt

= iπΩR0cB + iπ(ν+ + ν− − 2f)c0, (S4)

dcB
dt

= iπΩR0c0 − iπ(ν+ − ν−)cD, (S5)

dcD
dt

= −iπ(ν+ − ν−)cB . (S6)

Combining Eq. (S4) and Eq. (S5), we have

d2c0
dt2
−iπ(ν++ν−−2f)

dc0
dt

+π2Ω2
R0c0 = π2ΩR0(ν+−ν−)cD.

(S7)
When ΩR0 � |ν+ − ν−|, Eq. (S7) can be solved us-
ing perturbation method by expanding the solution c0 =

c
(0)
0 +c

(1)
0 + · · · , where the superindex k represents the or-

der of O((ν+−ν−ΩR0
)k). The zeroth order solution gives the

Rabi oscillation between |0〉 and |B̃〉 with Rabi frequency

ΩR =
√

Ω2
R0 + (ν+ + ν− − 2f)2/4. The first order cor-

rection gives the residual population in |0〉 after the im-

perfect π pulse, which is |c(1)
0 ( 1

2ΩR
)|2 ≈ (ν+−ν−)4

4Ω4
R

. This

could be taken as a figure-of-merit to estimate the tem-
perature dependence due to imperfect π pulse in {1,−1}
basis. As an estimation, in our experiment, we have
ν+ − ν− ≈ 4 MHz, ΩR ≈ 20 MHz, f ≈ (ν+ + ν−)/2.

The residual population is thus |c(1)
0 |2 ≈ 4× 10−4.

Magnetometer offset due to transverse strain

The expression for the transition frequency ν± (Eq.
(2)) is modified when |d⊥ε⊥| � |geµBBz +A‖mI | is not
satisfied (the other two conditions for Eq. (2) to hold is
generally satisfied due to large D). In this case,

ν± = D + d‖εz ±
√

(geµBBz +A||mI)2 + (d⊥ε⊥)2 (S8)

≈ D + d‖εz ± (geµBBz +A||mI +
(d⊥ε⊥)2

2(geµBBz +A||mI)
),

Typical values for single NV centers in our sample are
d⊥ε⊥ ≈ 10 kHz. Thus even for moderate values of |Bz| ≈
0.5 G, the shift is less than 100 Hz, corresponding to just
a few nT.

Temperature dependence due to transverse strain

The temperature dependence of the transverse strain
splitting was previously studied for ensembles in a va-
riety of high-defect-density samples [S1]. In that work
the term d⊥ε⊥ was defined as E and the fractional
temperature dependence was determined to be 1

E
dE
dT =

1.4(3) × 10−4 K−1. Taking the case of E ≈ 10 kHz and
|Bz| ≈ 0.5 G, the temperature dependence of the extra

term in Eq. (S8) (d⊥ε⊥)2

2(geµBBz+A||mI) is of order 10−2 Hz/K.

This is more than 6 orders of magnitude smaller than
dD/dT and undetectable in our experiments.

Temperature dependence of ge and A‖

To our knowledge there have been no published studies
of the temperature dependence of the NV g-factor and
hyperfine coupling coefficients. We note that the NV
electron g factor ge only differs by a tiny amount (∼
0.03%) from that of a free electron spin due to the small
spin-orbit interaction in diamond. As a result, we expect
it is much less sensitive to lattice expansion.

Measurements of the NV g-factor, ge have been per-
formed on ensembles at various temperatures from liq-
uid helium [S2] to room temperature [S3]. The reported
values have been consistent, ge = 2.0029, to within the
experimental uncertainty of ∼ 0.0002 [S3]. As a rough
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approximation on an upper bound of the magnitude of
the effect, we might assume that ge varies linearly by
.0004 over the temperature interval from 4 to 295 K. In
this case we find dge

dT ≈ 10−6 K−1. The overall temper-
ature sensitivity of the magnetometer signal would be
∆msµB |Bz|dgedT ≈ 4 Hz/K for |Bz| ≈ 0.5 G and ∆ms = 2.
This conservative bound is already more than 4 orders
of magnitude smaller than dD/dT and could be further
suppressed by operating at lower field.

Separate measurements of A‖ for single NV centers
have been performed at 8 K, A‖(8 K) = −2.169(7) [S4],
and room temperature A‖(295 K) = −2.162(2) [S5]. The
difference in the measured values is within the experimen-
tal error. A rough estimate can be obtained by taking
a linear extrapolation, yielding dA‖/dT ≈ 24(25) Hz/K.
This is more than 3 orders of magnitude smaller than
dD/dT and is not discernable in our experiments.

T ?
2 of {1,−1} basis and {0, 1} basis

The coherence in the {0, 1} basis can be characterized
by the average of the phase factor as L0,1 = 〈eiφ(t)〉 sub-
ject to environment noise [S6], where φ(t) =

∫
(ν+−f)dt.

Then the coherence in the {1,−1} basis can be charac-
terized by the average of the phase factor as L1,−1 =
〈e2iφ(t)〉. The phase φ(t) is correlated to the environ-
mental noise S (for example, through Eq. (2) for mag-
netic noise), and thus the {1,−1} basis suffers from twice
as much noise as the {0, 1} basis. When the noise cor-
relation time is much longer than the dephasing time
T ?2 , e.g. Gaussian noise, then 1/T ?2 is proportional
to the noise amplitude [S7]. As a result, in this case
T ?2 ({0, 1}) = 2T ?2 ({1,−1}), and we have a

√
2 improve-

ment in sensitivity. On the other hand, if the noise corre-
lation time is much shorter than the dephasing time T ?2 ,
then 1/T ?2 is proportional to the square of the noise am-
plitude [S7], and thus T ?2 ({0, 1}) = 4T ?2 ({1,−1}). Con-
sequently, there is no sensitivity improvement using the
{1,−1} basis in a rapidly fluctuating environment.

Photon-shot-noise limited sensitivity

Due to finite photon collection efficiency and imper-
fect spin-state readout, we do not actually realize the
spin-projection-noise limited sensitivity given in Eq. (4).
Instead, the experimental sensitivity is limited by the
photon shot noise. We estimate the sensitivity by keep-
ing the free precession interval, τ ≈ T ?2 /2, constant and
varying the applied longitudinal magnetic field, Bz. The
calibration of Bz as a function of the current applied to
our Helmholtz coil is determined by varying the current
and monitoring peaks in the Ramsey spectra similar to
the inset of Fig. 1(d). The resulting fluorescence signal
is plotted in Fig. S1 for both {1, -1} and {0, 1} bases.
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FIG. S1: Magnetometer calibration curves for the {0, 1}
basis (up) and {1,−1} basis (bottom),respectively.

The curves are well described by the function

P (Bz) = α
T

τ
[1 +R sin (2π∆msgeµBBzτ + θ)], (S9)

where θ is a fitted phase, 2R is the measurement con-
trast, α is the mean number of photons collected during
a single readout pulse, and T is the total measurement
duration. The photon shot noise for a given measurement
is

√
P (Bz), and therefore the photon-shot-noise-limited

sensitivity is ηph =

√
P (Bz)

|dP/dBz|
√
T . The sensitivity is max-

imized for 2π∆msgeµBBzτ + θ = mπ, where m is an
integer, giving

ηph =
1

2π∆msgeµB
√
τ

1

R
√
α
. (S10)

Compared to Eq. (4) of the main text, we find the rela-
tion ηph = ηmin/(R

√
α). Typical values for our magne-

tometer operating near the ideal case of τ ≈ T ?2 /2 (Fig.
S1) are 2R ≈ 0.25 and α ≈ 0.01.

Allan deviation

To study the Allan deviation of the measured noise,
we used the following formula,

σB(τ) =

√
0.5(Bτ ((n+ 1)τ)−Bτ (nτ))2, (S11)
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where τ is the gate time, · · · means average over all in-
teger n, and Bτ (nτ) is the mean value of the measured
magnetic field for the gate time in the range nτ < t <
(n+ 1)τ .
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